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Abstract 
 
 
A statistical theory of the strip domain structure excited in a bubble film by an oscillating 
magnetic field is developed. The theory is based on the consideration of the strip domain 
structure as a thermodynamic system characterized by the spectrum of domain walls 
oscillation and an effective temperature that is caused by an oscillating magnetic field and 
film nonuniformities. We found the thermodynamic characteristics of that domain structure 
and calculated its period as a function of the frequency and amplitude of an oscillating 
magnetic field.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The period change effect of the strip domain structure (SDS) induced by an oscillating 
magnetic field was observed first in silicon-iron plates [1,2]. Later it was also discovered in 
samples of yttrium-iron garnet [3], iron garnets [4], iron borate [5]. According to [6] the 
main peculiarity of that effect is a nonmonotonic dependence of the period p  on the 
frequency w  and the amplitude H  of an oscillating field. For describing the period change 
effect a few theoretical schemes were proposed. In [1] the equilibrium period was found 
from the condition of the minimum of the dissipated energy in a domain structure. Another 
approach to solving this problem based on averaging of the Landau-Lifshitz equation (over 
the field oscillations), and finding of the effective energy of domains and domain walls 
(DWs) was given in [7]. But the analysis carried in [6] showed that neither dissipative nor 
dynamic mechanisms describe even qualitatively the peculiarity noted above. That 
peculiarity is not described in the frames of model [5] either which is based on the 
supposition of a quasi-static character of the oscillating field influence on SDS.  
 
In the present paper we develop a statistical theory of the excited SDS which qualitatively 
explains all peculiarities of the period change effect. 
 
 
2. Effective temperature of the excited SDS 
 
According to [8, 9] the spectrum of DW oscillation in SDS of a bubble film (see Fig. 1) 
consists of the acoustic branch w1( )k  and the optical one w 2 ( )k  ( k  is the dimensionless 
wave number). In perfect films an oscillating magnetic field H tcos( )w  oriented along the 
axis z  (the axis z  of the Cartesian coordinate system is parallel to the easy axis of 
magnetization, the plane xy  is the central film plane, and the axis y  is oriented along the 
strip domains) causes only optical oscillations of DWs with k = 0 : 
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Here xn  is the deviation of the n-th ( , , ...)n = ±0 1  DW from the equilibrium state, m  and 
l  are the mass and the damping coefficient of a DW unit area, respectively, M =| |M  is the 
magnetization, 
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W2 28= M mh, h p= 2 h p , r p= 2 a p , h  is the film thickness, and a  is the width of 
those strip domains which are magnetized antiparallel to the axis z . In equilibrium the 
values h  and r  satisfy the equations ¶ ¶h ¶ ¶rW W= = 0 , where  
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is the SDS magnetic energy [10], h L Lx y ( ® ¥ ) is the volume of the bubble film, H0  =| |H0  
is the external magnetic field, and l  is the characteristic length of the material. 
 
In nonperfect films DWs also perform random oscillations in consequence of their 
interaction with the film nonuniformities. Therefore, we can consider the excited SDS as a 
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thermodynamic system in this case and characterize it by an effective temperature. 
Assuming that the DWs are not bent under interaction and using the law of equipartition of 
energy [11], the effective temperature can be defined as T mhL X keff y n B= á ñ&
2 , where Xn  
( )á ñ =X n 0  is the random deviation of the n-th DW from the equilibrium state, áñ  denotes 
an averaging over realizations of Xn , and kB  is the Boltzmann constant. In the general case 
for calculating á ñ&X n
2  it is necessary to have detailed information about the interaction of 
DWs with film nonuniformities. But if the correlation radius rc  and the mean square 
fluctuation H f  of the random field, which models the influence of film nonuniformities, do 
not exceed max| |xn  and H  on the order of magnitude, respectively, then we can estimate 
á ñ&X n
2  as &xn
2  (the bar denotes an averaging on the period 2p w  of the oscillating magnetic 
field). In this case, using Eq. 1, we obtain 
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Note that  in our approach a concrete mechanism leading to the thermalization of SDS and 
permitting to consider it as a thermodynamic system is not essential; the main thing is that 
such mechanism exists.  
 
Let us evaluate Teff  for w w= 2 0( ) . If H = 10 Oe, h =
-10 3 cm , Ly =
-10 2 cm, and 
l mW = 5 , we have Teff » 10
8 K , i.e. the effective temperature is much large than the 
thermodynamic temperature. This means that the entropy term ( )T Seff  in the free energy 
F W T Seff= -  of the excited SDS can be predominant. In turn this means that the values h  
and r  must be found from the minimality condition of F .  
 
 
3. Thermodynamic functions of the excited SDS 
 
Under suppositions made above, the thermodynamic properties of the excited SDS are the 
same as the thermodynamic properties of the classic one-dimensional crystal which has the 
temperature Teff  and the Hamiltonian function  
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Here, k r N= , r N= ± ±0 1 2, , ... , [ ]  ([ ]N 2  is the integer part of N 2 ), N L px= [ ]  (for 
convenience N  is chosen as an odd number), and q kj ( )  and p kj ( )  are generalized 
coordinates and impulses, respectively. Using Eq. (5) and excluding from consideration the 
displacement of SDS as a whole, its statistical integral defined as [11] 
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(h  is the Planck constant) can be represented in the form  
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To simplify the calculation of Z , let us consider the particular case when H0 0= . In this 
case r p= , 
( )w h2 1 22 2(0) ln cosh( )/= W ,                                                                                     (8) 
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and the functions w1( )k  and w 2 ( )k  can be approximated in the following way 
w w w w1 2 2 20 0 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )k k k k= = - ,      .                                                             (10) 
Using Eq. (10) to find Z , we obtain for N >> 1  ( )Z ek TB eff N= hw 2 20( ) . Hence, the 
entropy S k ZB= ln , the free energy F W k T ZB eff= - ln , and the chemical potential 
m ¶ ¶= ( / )F N Teff  of the excited SDS take the form 
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4. Equilibrium period of the excited SDS 
 
Since d d dF S T Neff= - + m  and the effective temperature Teff  depends on N , the 
equilibrium period of the excited SDS at H0 0=  satisfies the equation m  = S T Neffd d . 
Based on Eqs. (4), (8), (9), (11) and (13) it is written as 
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~w w= W , ( )~ ) ln cosh( )/w h h( = 2 21 2 , a p= e mh M hLy( ) /2 1 2 h , b l= mW , and 
~H H M= 4p . Note that if the oscillating magnetic field is absent then Eq. (14) is reduced to 
the well-known equation P( )h = 0  [10]. 
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We solved Eq. (14) numerically and calculated the dependences of h  on ~w  and ~H . The 
dependence of h  on ~w  shown in Fig. 2 has qualitatively the same form as the experimental 
curves [6]. As for the dependence of h  on ~H , the behaviour of calculated and experimental 
curves at large values of 
~H  is different (see Fig. 3). This fact is explained in the following 
way. The effective temperature (4) was obtained at the condition max| |x rn c£ . For the 
considered bubble film rc ~ 10
5- cm [12] and Eq. 1 yields max| |~ ~x Hn 10
4- cm . From this 
it follows that the numerical results are correct if 
~ .H < 0 1. Note also that at H H f>  the 
evaluation of the effective temperature obtained on the basis of the system of stochastic 
differential equations for xn  yields T Heff ~
-1 . This result agrees with experimental 
dependence of h  on ~H  at large ~H . 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
It is shown that the SDS excited by an oscillating magnetic field is a thermodynamic system 
which is characterized by very high effective temperature. The thermodynamic functions of 
such domain structure are found, and dependences of its period on the frequency and 
amplitude of an oscillating magnetic field are calculated. It is established that the 
peculiarities of these dependences, their nonmonotony in particular, are caused by the 
entropy term in the free energy of SDS. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of a bubble film with a strip domain structure. 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the dimensionless period SDS h  on the reduced frequency ~w  of an 
oscillating magnetic field. The calculation is carried out for a bubble film which has the 
parameters h = -10 3 cm , Ly =
-10 2 cm, l = -10 4 cm, m = - -10 10 2gcm , 4 600p M = G , 
b = 5 , and the reduced amplitude ~H  of an oscillating magnetic field is equal to 0.1. 
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Fig. 3. Calculated (full line) and experimental (dashed line, qualitative view [6]) 
dependences of the dimensionless period SDS h  on the reduced amplitude ~H  of an 
oscillating magnetic field. The parameters of a bubble film are the same as in the caption to 
Fig. 2, and the reduced frequency ~w  of an oscillating magnetic field is equal to 2. 
